
Reinventing the consumer 
& partner experience for 
a leading Superannuation 
Service Provider



The Challenges
The client needed to modernize its integration architecture to enable digital transformation approach:

 To build APIs that make data from multiple backend systems accessible and consumable

 To un-bundle customer facing applications into compostable mini-apps and services on a scalable, 
robust and cost-effective API platform

Our Solution
 Defining an API-led connectivity, the customer unlocked data from cloud and on-premise systems — 

including multiple enterprise systems like Microsoft Dynamics and LOB (Lines of Business) 
applications

 Transition from rigid API platform to flexible and scalable MuleSoft API platform

 Setup C4E & enabled data and assets for reuse across the organization

 Opened-up the MuleSoft APIs to end customers so that they could leverage specific services and 
capabilities 

 Single view and seamless integration across the application landscape

The Results
 Delivering IT projects 4x faster by reduced integration times from weeks to days

 42% efficiency gains and productivity around development of APIs

 By setting up a Center for Enablement (C4E), the customer is making APIs available to lines of business 
for self-service and innovation.

 New revenue stream generated by offering the API services 

 New customer opportunities with un-bundled services
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